
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of outlets
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for outlets manager

Manage dynamic eighteen months Outlet Forecast by category, which
includes, transfers, drops from Free Stock and consolidations
Development the execution of seasonal inventory liquidation strategies,
including Markdowns and Promotions
Oversee Top down Pre-Season Financial Targets for Wholesale, which support
Regional and Corporate Merchandising initiatives (Product Pyramid, Big
Ideas)
Manage Employee Relations issues and ensure compliance with all
employment laws and company guidelines
Works with the Director of Sourcing or Sr
Implements and regulates production policy and standard operating
processes across vendor base
Develops, coaches, and trains Sourcing team associates to ensure growth
opportunities for associates to build/maintain effective and efficient
operational expertise
Demonstrate and enforce established Company policies and procedures and
comply with health & safety legislation, all departmental rules and regulations
Assist in the tracking, monitoring, and communication of business results
Ensure an elevated level of sales and service is practiced by all associates

Qualifications for outlets manager

Example of Outlets Manager Job Description
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Supervises purchasing for the restaurant and kitchen, manages stocks and
checks that AccorShop purchasing targets are met as decided by the brand
Strong computer skills to include Microsoft Word and Excel, email, and
production tracking software, Gerber or PDS
2 years previous hospitality food service management/supervisory experience
preferred (such as restaurant, hotel, catering )
Proficiency in Microsoft Office software, Open Table & MICROS POS systems
Must have finger dexterity to be able to operate office equipment such as
computers, printers, multi-line touch tone telephones, filing cabinets,
facsimile machines, photocopiers, dollies and other office equipment as
needed


